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The Schultz Family Foundation knew they had to act.
When the impact of the pandemic became a harsh reality in 2020, it forced everyone to
take a step back, reevaluating their next moves. Food access, mental health resources,
and disappearing income became significant challenges faced by communities around
the country and the world. Some organizations, including many in philanthropy, looked
to these needs and worked to find areas where they could offer support.
Food insecurity has risen to unprecedented levels due to the pandemic with demand
doubling in many communities across the country. At the same time, the pandemicdriven economic downturn and interruptions to postsecondary education and the
workforce left many young people in need of meaningful opportunities in the coming
year. According to data from Mathematica, in Spring 2020, the national youth
unemployment rate was 18.5%, approximately twice as high as the year prior.
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Recognizing the need, the Foundation, together
with Serve Washington, a state commission that
coordinates service efforts, developed the
WA COVID Response Corps, a first-of-its-kind
program combining resources from federal and
state government with private philanthropy.
The initiative was led by four organizations with
locations in 70+ communities across the state.
The Schultz Family Foundation and Serve Washington wanted to track impact across
the grantees and the sites to better understand how the program was addressing the
core problems it was designed to combat (food insecurity and youth unemployment).
Grantees in the program were given access to a survey tool within the UpMetrics
platform to collect data that would help the Foundation track the progress that was
being made in the field, and help identify areas of improvement to achieve desired
impact. This approach also allowed the Foundation and the grantees to streamline
reporting and share meaningful data to address challenges in real time.

Grantees collected data monthly on four performance indicators:
1. Total Number of Member Service Hours
2. Total Number of Pounds of Food Provided, if applicable
3. Total Number of Meals Served, if applicable
4. Total Number of Individuals Served

In addition, demographic information about each grantee’s Response Corps Members
was collected in a baseline survey. The demographic information in the baseline survey
provided insight into the percentage of BIPOC Corps Members, age, educational
attainment, etc., informing the funders to the progression toward the goal of the
program.
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Tracking and understanding where the program is seeing success and where
improvements need to be made has been imperative in getting a new program, in a new
area of focus, off the ground so quickly and with this level of impact. Using the
UpMetrics dashboard, the program can track its impact: 42,587 completed member
service hours in the first three months, more than 21.2 million pounds of food provided,
more than 3.5 million meals served, and over 678k individuals served (Source).
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The Foundation and Serve Washington have also been able to review dashboards
containing data visualizations for every grantee. In addition, the dashboards display
visualizations that roll up to the project performance indicators mentioned above for all
host sites in the same county. The story of impact may differ by county; as such, this
data provides that insight and serves as a baseline for understanding why. Grantees can
also learn from each other by sharing these same dashboards, tracking each group’s
progress toward goals. Finally, the funders have visibility into any trends of work being
done in rural versus suburban versus urban areas, designing program optimizations as
they relate to these unique environments.
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A Commitment to Learning by Incorporating Data
The commitment made by the Schultz Family Foundation to learning is unwavering, as
shown by the most recent steps taken by the organization. Next up is an initiative to
layer in public data with the grantee data they’ve collected in the UpMetrics platform.
This includes Census data like poverty and unemployment levels and demographic data.
Combined with food insecurity data from Feeding America, the Schultz Family
Foundation has provided an additional lens of context to better understand the impact
data they’ve collected from grantees.
This effort to understand the work that is happening in the field gives the Schultz Family
Foundation the information needed to be completely confident in its decision-making in
a time when making swift decisions can actually save lives. We applaud the Schultz
Family Foundation team and the WA Covid Response Corps members for all the positive
impact being achieved during this challenging time.
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